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Foreword
Dear reader,
Creating value from potatoes: that has been Aviko’s motto for the past 50 years. To do so, we
use nearly everything that nature offers us. This efficient approach creates benefits for people,
the environment and Aviko – in other words: for people, planet and potatoes.
When we first began to chart our sustainable activities two years ago, we soon found that
Aviko had numerous initiatives. Driven by clear objectives in some areas, but not in others.
We identified our ambitions in CSR. In this first Aviko report on corporate social responsibility
(CSR), you will read about our results so far.

“The global population
could possibly reach 10
billion by 2050. That
demands a great deal
of ingenuity from food
manufacturers and
distributors. Without
focusing on sustainability,
all of us will be asking
too much of our planet.
Aviko would like to make its
contribution by achieving
sustainable cultivation and
processing of potatoes.”
Martin van de Ven
Chief Executive Officer

Aviko is making good progress. For example, since 2005, we have lowered our energy and
water consumption by 16% and 17% per kilo of product respectively. We now make not only
tasty potato products, but we also process by-products into entirely new end products. For
example, we use the starch from our cutting systems and cork from the potato peels. We are
extremely proud that, starting from mid 2012, the use of gas in our factory in Germany will
be replaced with biomass (including wood) for the processing of potatoes into fries! Finally,
our potato products are becoming increasingly healthy. By using healthy fats, less salt and fewer
allergens, eating our products fits well in a healthy eating pattern.
And we see tremendous opportunities for the future, such as further lowering the energy
consumption and the expansion of our responsible product range. When choosing initiatives,
we must listen closely to those around us. What do our neighbours, the consumer and civil
society organisations expect from Aviko? By connecting with these expectations of others, we
can ensure the continuation of our organisation, while at the same time leaving behind a better
world for our children and grandchildren. Our focus, therefore, is geared towards the long term.
We hope you will be inspired by what we are already doing. This convenient and accessible
report is intended to put more focus on our activities. When doing this, we always bear one
important fact in mind: it is our employees who make a concrete contribution to corporate
social responsibility each and every day.
Martin van de Ven
Dick Zelhorst
Menno Bol
Peter Dekker
Peter van Tilburg
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About Aviko
It all started in 1962. The potato harvests
were good – exceeding demands – and
considerable surpluses had accumulated.
A group of farmers decided to process
potatoes together in order to increase the
value of the potato. They founded the Aviko
Group (www.aviko.com). It would be the
start of an international success story.
Our inspiration
Aviko produces safe, healthy and delicious
potato products. We consider it a challenge
to use all by-products as efficiently as
possible. We are guided in our activities by
three principles: building trust and taking
responsibility, knowing what drives the
market – and finally we want to demonstrate
that it is inspiration that makes the difference.
The result is a reliable, innovative and
market-oriented company.
Satisfied customers
Being innovative and reliable are also the
values that customers praise in our customer
satisfaction surveys. Customers choose
Aviko due to the high quality in products
and services. Which is also why 80% of
them would recommend Aviko to others.
Customers give us an overall rating of 8.
A Global company
As of 2011 Aviko is the second largest
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potato processing company in Europe, with a
market share of 22%, and the fourth largest
worldwide, with a market share of 4%. Our
main office is located in Steenderen, The
Netherlands. Aviko delivers to 102 countries.
For decades potato processing includes three
key activities. The largest activity is Aviko
Pre-fried & Pre-cooked Potato Products,
the production and sale of potato products
(www.aviko.com /www.aviko.co.uk ).
The second activity, Aviko Granules & Flakes,
produces dehydrated potato products
for the food industry. Potatoes and scraps,
generally originating from our Pre-fried &
Boiled Potato Products division, are pureed,
dried and then converted into flakes and
granules (www.rixona.nl).
The third activity, Aviko Livestock Feed &
Starch Derivatives, produces starch for
industries such as the construction sector and
the paper industry (www.duynieholding.com).
The processing of various by-products, such
as potato peels from various processing
industries, is part of this activity. Since 2012
this company, Duynie Holding, has been placed
organisationally under our parent company
Cosun. In terms of the quantitative data, therefore, in this report we only provide information on the activities of Aviko Pre-fried & Precooked Potato Products and Aviko Granules
& Flakes. All figures relate to the year 2011.

Aviko Pre-Fried & Pre-cooked
Potato Products

Aviko Granules & Flakes

Subsidiary
companies

Aviko, Aviko Potato, Aviko Poland, Aviko
Norden, Aviko Lomm, Aviko Cuijk, Aviko
Duitsland, Aviko Eurofreez

Rixona, Aviko Gansu

Products

50% frozen fries
30% chilled fries
20% specialty potato products

Dehydrated potato products for the
food industry (granules, flakes)

Sales (in millions €)

500

70

Number of
employees

1.322

362

Customers

- Retail organisations approx. 20%
- Quick service restaurants approx. 10%
- Restaurants / institutional approx. 70%

- Retail organisations approx. 15%
- Food industry approx. 75%
- Restaurants / institutional approx. 10%

Production
locations

Cuijk (NL), Lomm (NL), Steenderen
(NL), Proven (BE), Rain am Lech
(DE), Helsingborg (SE), Laholm
(SE),Harpline (SE), Lebork (PL)

Venray (NL), Warffum (NL),
Zhangye (PRC)

Sales offices

Sales in all European countries, offices
in: France, Spain, Italy, Czech Republic,
Hungary, Poland, Russia, Sweden, China,
USA (Florida), Columbia, Brazil,
Australia (Sydney) and the UAE
(Dubai).

The Netherlands, China

Royal Cosun
Since 2002, Royal Cosun has been the full owner of Aviko (http://www.cosun.com/home.aspx).
Agricultural–industrial group Royal Cosun consists of companies that process agricultural raw
materials into food products and food ingredients. Along with Aviko, these companies include
for example Suiker Unie (a Dutch sugar cooperation), SVZ and Sensus. Royal Cosun has nearly
4,000 employees and annual sales of €1.8 billion. With such a major company behind it, Aviko
has a strong position in the European market. For Aviko, the Cosun Code of Conduct is a basis
for treating each other with respect, placing the focus on the customer and working to achieve
concrete results.
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Sustainability

at Aviko
With a natural product such as the potato,
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is
obvious. In 1985 Aviko had already received
the King William I Plaque for Environment
and Energy, for the pioneering role we
had in the area of environmentally friendly
production. We see that efficient processes
in the factory lead to higher quality, cost
reduction and environmentally-friendly
enterprise. It is a win-win situation.
In the past years, awareness of Corporate
Social Responsibility has further increased.
Energy shortages, obesity issues and rising
landfill increasingly led us to wonder : how
can we as an organisation contribute to
reducing the worldwide issues concerning
environmental and health problems?
Or, to connect with the definition of
sustainability of the UN’s Brundtland
Committee from 1987: how do you meet
the needs of the present without threatening
the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs?
Objectives
To put action plans behind the three P’s
(People, Planet, Profit) of CSR, we established
a CSR workgroup in 2010. This workgroup
formulated the following objectives:
• We improve nutritional values by using
healthier fats in our products.
• We work as efficiently as possible with
natural resources and the environment by
using 10% less fossil fuels per kilogram of
processed product, by saving 100 litres of
water per tonne of processed potatoes. We
also use less foil in our packaging in 2012
compared to 2008.
• We conduct ourselves as a responsible
employer with greater attention for healthy
behaviour and a life-stage oriented
personnel policy.
7

• We utilise all of the properties
of the potato.
Communication with stakeholders
We base the choice of our CSR activities in
part on what stakeholders demand of us.
We consult regularly with the major stakeholders: our employees, the members of the
Royal Cosun cooperation, suppliers, customers
and consumers. Our CEO, Martin van de Ven,
for example, is part of the Royal Cosun CSR
platform. This platform meets two to three
times a year to exchange CSR learnings and
experiences. Through Royal Cosun we hold
discussions regarding CSR on an industry level
within the Dutch Food Industry Federation
(FNLI) and the Dutch Potato Processing
Industry Association (VAVI). Cosun is also a
member of the Dutch Biorefinery Cluster,
in which leading companies in the agro-food
sector and the paper industry exchange
knowledge, experiences and facilities to fully
utilise biomass.

CSR pillars
In this CSR report we will
describe what we have
achieved. We describe
the results based on the
following four themes:
•
•
•
•

Sustainable agriculture
Efficient factory
Healthy consumer
Valuable employee

Our CSR activities stretch
across the entire chain:
from cultivation to our
factories and from our
employees to the consumer.
Our employees are given
particular attention. They
are, after all, involved
throughout the entire chain
and determine the success
of our CSR activities.

Sustainable
agriculture

Efficient
factory

Healthy
consumer

Valuable
employee
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Sustainable

agriculture

Aviko strives to contribute to increasing
the level of sustainability in the agricultural
industry. In these efforts, the greatest focus
is naturally on the potato, which represents
approximately 90% of our purchases of
agricultural crops (1.7 million tonnes
annually). The other 10% comprises plantbased oil (5%, approximately 28,000 tonnes)
and vegetables, meat, fish and herbs (5%).

“Partnerships with potato
growers, professional
bodies and other chain
partners can benefit
us tremendously, for
example, increasing potato
yields while improving
the environmental impact.
Through cooperation
advantages for both planet
and profit are achievable.”
Matthijs Meijer
Manager Agronomy
and Projects

The efficient potato
The potato is an efficient crop. During
cultivation, for example, potatoes use
287 litres of water per kilogram. This
is considerably less water than rice, for
example, which uses approximately 2,497
litres of water per kilogram. This modest level
of water use is beneficial in a time when
clean, fresh water is scarce. The potato also
grows faster and is more climate-proof than
most other crops. Moreover 85% of the plant
is edible, as compared to 55% for grains.
Moreover, potatoes also consume CO2
while growing. Based on the FAO calculation
method (www.fao.org), we have calculated
that Aviko’s potatoes extract approximately
600,000 tonnes of CO2 from the air each
year. Naturally the cultivation of potatoes also
causes CO2 emissions, for example, during
the production of fertiliser and pesticides. We
continuously consider the total emissions and
extraction in the chain.

Sustainable varieties
We have shown that there are differences in
efficiency between different potato varieties.
For that reason, when purchasing new
varieties Aviko utilises special sustainability
indicators. For example, we select potato
varieties that require less pesticides or
that generate higher yields per acre. This
decreases the environmental impact per acre.
Here as well business economic motives and
environmental benefits go hand in hand.

In consultation with our growers
Number of litres of water
Product

required per kg product

15.415
2.497
1.222
920
822
287
Source: www.waterfootprint.org
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Environmental requirements of
supermarkets
Approximately 25% of the Aviko growers
possess the Global GAP certificate. That
means that our growers satisfy the enhanced
requirements of supermarket organisations in
the area of food safety, environment, nature
and working conditions.
Growers with their own CSR plan
Aviko is a member of the Sustainable
Agriculture Initiative (SAI) Platform, which
formulates international guidelines for
sustainable cultivation. In concrete terms,
we fulfil our membership by participating
since 2012 in two to three study groups
with the Veldleeuwerik Foundation. In these
workgroups, which bring together 10 to
12 growers and their buyers, each grower
prepares their own CSR action plan.
More than 50% of the total volume of
potatoes processed by our production
locations in The Netherlands is grown by
Cosun cooperative members. To remain in
communication with the Dutch growers,
Aviko established the committee of potato
growers. This workgroup negotiates a
favourable price for the potatoes and acts
as a sounding board and advisory council
for Aviko. The committee consists of an
average eight growers from various regions.
Once a year a meeting is held with all
growers. In future we would like to give
the topic of sustainability greater attention
in these discussions. For example, how can
we address serious potato diseases such as
Phytophthora in a more environmentallyfriendly manner? Our factory in China
purchases potatoes that are grown by the
Chinese government; therefore our influence
on the cultivation there is minimal.
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Partnership with McDonalds
Our farm in Poland, of which both Aviko
and competitor Farm Frites are 50%
owner, is participating in the Flagship
Farm project from McDonalds. With this
project McDonalds hopes to promote the
sustainable cultivation of its food ingredients.
Through good working conditions,
improvement of the use of soil and water
and reduction of energy consumption, this
farm will function as best practice for other
suppliers of McDonalds. For example, the
farm uses biological growing models to
determine how much water is required and
what the best time is to administer pesticides.
Through this precision agriculture, raw
materials can be used efficiently.

Sustainable palm oil
We also believe that sustainable cultivation
is important for other raw materials. Since
1 February 2011 Aviko has been active as
the first independent potato processor
member of the Roundtable on Sustainable
Palm Oil (www.rspo.org). Participation
means that we promote the sustainable
production of palm oil in palm oil producing
countries such as Malaysia and Indonesia
by purchasing certificates. According to the
RSPO criteria, sustainable palm oil comes
from plantations that are built without
cutting down new rainforest, that respect
local residents and employees and that
preserve the habitats of threatened animal
species. Our ambition is to purchase 100%
RSPO-certified palm oil by 2015.
In 2011 Aviko purchased sustainability
certificates that correspond with 13%

of our total volume of palm oil. This
percentage will double in 2012. Palm oil is
the oil we purchase in the greatest volumes
(80%).

Other agricultural raw materials
The fish in our meals is caught sustainably
and therefore bears the Marine Stewardship
Council certification. Finally Aviko does not
use genetically modified raw materials or
auxiliary materials.
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Efficient

factory

Liliane Omari-Nemeth
Plant Manager Aviko
Lomm & Cuijk

84.0%

84.1%

86.5%

91.1%

93.6%

99.8%

The energy consumption of the
production locations in Steenderen, Cuijk,
Lomm, Proven and Rain am Lech.*

99.3%

98.2%

98.2%

99.0%

% Energy use (GJ/tonne product)
102.0%

Energy efficient
Using energy efficiently is also part of TPM.
This leads to cost savings, but also has
environmental advantages due to lower CO2
emissions. The largest energy consumption
for the production of fries comes the baking
ovens. For the flakes and granule companies,
the driers consume the most energy. All
of the locations in The Netherlands of
both Aviko Pre-fried & Pre-cooked Potato
Products and the Granule & Flakes activities
have signed the energy efficiency long-term
agreement (LTA) covenant. This commits
to working 30% more energy efficiently
in 2020 compared to 2005. With energy

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

103.6%

“Waste no longer has a
place in today’s world.
Which is why within the
production companies we
work using Total Productive
Maintenance. This is a
method of working that makes
our employees enthusiastic to
seek out waste in all areas
and eliminate them. It is the
method, therefore, for Aviko
to ultimately achieve zero
waste!”

% Energy use (GJ/tonne product)
100%

The result: in 2011 in Cuijk, the Netherlands,
we won the TPM Excellence Award, category
A, from The Japanese Institute of Plant
Maintenance. The success of TPM is also
demonstrated by the decreasing number of
complaints the factory in Cuijk received from
local residents. Aviko takes complaints very
seriously. Preferably a representative of Aviko
makes a personal visit to discuss the best
solution for the complaint. Once measures are
taken, Aviko offers feedback and asks whether
the complaint has been resolved properly.

savings of 16% starting in 2005, we are well
above the LTA agreement of 2% per year.
These savings represent the equivalent of the
annual gas consumption of 7,000 to 10,000
households (source: www.nibud.nl). We are
currently working together with Wageningen
University to develop a new technology for
more energy efficient manufacturing. Aviko
receives a subsidy for this from the Province
of Gelderland.

100%

When the potato crop is picked from
the ground, they are transported to the
factory. The process from raw potato to
end product is rather advanced and has
been continuously optimised throughout
the company’s 50 year existence. Since
2007 Aviko has used Total Productive
Maintenance (TPM). Using this system we
formulate our ambition: zero accidents, zero
errors and zero losses. Multidisciplinary
teams look together at what improvements
can be made.

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

The energy consumption of the production
locations of Rixona in Warffum and Venray.*
* These production locations use the most energy
within this activity.
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Since 2005, energy consumption at our
production locations has dropped 16% per
tonne of product. Among other factors,
this decrease is the result of an effective
monitoring system, proper insulation,
the reuse of heat and the switching off
of machines in the event of faults or
when not in use. At the annual energy
day, factory managers from all Aviko
companies meet to exchange knowledge
and experiences. Next, a list is made of the
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
three most promising projects and for each
The water consumption of the production project a coordinator is appointed. Our
locations in Steenderen, Cuijk, Lomm,
energy coordinator is responsible for the
Proven and Rain am Lech.*
progress of these projects.
82.8%

82.2%

81.1%

85.6%

89.4%

91.7%

100%

% Water consumption
(m3/tonne product)

81.2%

90.2%

82.9%

85.1%

92.8%

96.5%

100%

% Water consumption
(m3/tonne product)

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

The water consumption of the
production locations of Rixona in
Warffum and Venray.*

81,2

* These production locations use the most
water within this activity.
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Sustainable energy
In addition to energy reductions, our CO2
emissions are also decreasing because we
are using increasingly more sustainable
energy. Our Rixona factory in Warffum
installed a biomass processor in 2009, in
which 20,000 tonnes of by-products are
processed annually into heat that is used
in the factory. In Lomm, Rain am Lech
and Steenderen we extract biogas from
the purification installations. In 2012 our
German factory will commission a biomass
steam boiler that converts biomass
collected in the area near Rain into steam.
Once commissioned the factory will no
longer use any fossil fuels – which is unique
for a French fry factory. Recently our
Belgian factory in Proven also put into use
a combined heat and power installation
that is partially powered by biogas. We
expect that the factory will consume
500,000 m3 of biogas – a reduction of
400,000 m3 of natural gas. Finally, the
Rixona factory in Venray has concrete plans
to commission a wood-fuelled furnace for
power generation in 2012.

This wood, approximately 40,000 tonnes
a year, comes from demolition in the
construction industry and from logging
activities. Estimates are that this will result
in a decrease in gas consumption of 70%. In
total we produced nearly 4.5 million m3 of
biogas in the water purification installations.
This is utilised for generating heat and
electricity and corresponds with the average
annual gas consumption of 2,000 to 3,000
households. Partly for this reason, until now,
Aviko has had an annual surplus of CO2
emission rights (the maximum amount
of CO2 that a company can emit without
additional costs as determined by the
European government). We can then sell this
surplus.

Less water
In comparison to 2005, we used nearly
17% less water in the factory per tonne
of product in 2011. The largest water
consumers in the French fry factories are the
blanchers and cooling units. For the flakes
and granule companies, boiling the potatoes
uses the largest amount of water. On average
approximately 75% of the water used is
groundwater and the rest is tap water. The
water at all locations is reused. Every factory
carefully monitors water consumption. That
way, action can be taken quickly when water
consumption increases.

By-products
Our main by-products are tare, steam peels, shreds, process water and oil. Aviko has set for
itself the goal of utilising all by-products to the fullest. In 2011 only 9.8% of the by-products
were unsuitable for recycling. This waste is sent to the waste disposal site or incinerator.

Main by-products

Application

Potato steam peels
and shreds

Shreds that are left over after the potatoes are cut are processed as much
as possible into specialty products. If these by-products are unsuited for this
purpose, like potato steam peels, the shreds are used by Duynie Holding
as cattle feed. Fried shreds also serve as an energy-rich raw material for
cattle feed.

Tare

Tare is the residual soil that remains after the potatoes are washed. Tare
is often reused as clean soil.

Frying oil

Process water

The residues of our frying oil are picked up by external parties. They
extract as much water as possible from the oil to permit it to be used as
a fuel, for example, in heat installations in the horticulture sector.
At five production locations starch is refined from the process water to
enable it to be processed by Duynie Holding into high-quality products.
All of our process water is purified in a waste water purification plant,
turning the residue into biogas. The installation also condenses the
nitrogen and phosphate from the water to produce struvite, a valuable
fertiliser for the agricultural sector.

“Corporate Social
Responsibility is only
meaningful if we actually
take a serious approach.
At Duynie, CSR is
in our genes and we
upgrade the by-products
from Aviko and other
food companies into
valuable products for
various applications. For
us by-products are our
main concern!”
Peter Verduyn
Operational Manager
Duynie Holding
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CO2 cooling
CO2, which is seen as the
culprit of climate change, can
also be put to productive use;
namely as a coolant. Starting
in 2011 three Aviko lorries
have been equipped with CO2
cooling systems. This CO2,

Packaging
To reduce landfill, Aviko makes its packaging
as thin as possible. In the past years the
thickness of the foil in the vast majority of
our packaging decreased by nearly 60%.
The outer cases are now also considerably
thinner, while of course the strength and
stability of the packaging has been retained.
After all, the highest priority is still to protect
the content of the packaging.

originating in the process
industry, is captured, purified
and stored in liquid form. The
CO2 footprint of this cooling
system is three times smaller
than diesel cooling systems.
The system also works silently,
which is pleasant for residents
of areas surrounding delivery
points.

Valuable products from by-products
At five production locations, we remove the
starch from the process water. Duynie
Holding then purifies and modifies the starch
to enable it to be processed by customers
into high-quality products. The thousands of
tonnes of starch are suitable for paper,
wallpaper adhesives and other glues. The oil
industry uses starch to lubricate the drill bit,
to reinforce the drill shaft and to bind the
grime that must be transported up and out of
the well. Duynie Holding also extracts potato
cork from the potato steam peels, which is
then used in greenhouses as a covering to
prevent weed growth and moss formation.
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Through continuous improvements of the
box constructions, the boxes still retain their
strong properties with less material. Close
cooperation with our packaging suppliers
is an important part of achieving that. We
can still rightfully say that we use the lightest
packaging in the potato industry for our
chilled fries. All of the excess cardboard and
unusable plastic is recycled, minimising waste.

Transport
Transport requires a considerable amount of energy. The
potato is a heavy product due to the quantity of water. Our
pre-fried and pre-cooked potato products are transported
chilled (25%) or frozen (75%). Together with our contracted
transporter companies, we consider how we can set up the
logistics in the most efficient and environmentally-friendly way
possible. The logistics headquarters in Steenderen dispatches
750 transport assignments weekly to more than 70 different
hauliers. The transport within Europe takes place by lorry
(with the exception of Ireland) and used approximately 8
million litres of diesel oil in 2010. In addition, we fill 4,000 sea
containers each for year for intercontinental transport with
more than 25 tonnes of product per container. In total our
transport is responsible for approximately 28,000 tonnes of
CO2 emissions. We are striving to transport more by water
because it is more energy efficient than by road. Our transport
manager, for example, is in discussions with the terminal in
Emmerich in regard to possibilities for national transport by
river to Rotterdam for deep sea transport.
Fewer kilometres
In the past years, Aviko took several initiatives to reduce the
amount of transport kilometres. In 2007 for example we
started our Washing and Sorting company in Steenderen.
This allows the potatoes to be transported directly from the
growers to Steenderen and no longer via a sorting company
in Swifterbant 100 kilometres away. We also find suppliers
local to our factories. Since 2005 our potatoes are grown
an average 10 to 15 kilometres closer to the factory. We
strive for a maximum distance of 200 kilometres. The short
distances also benefit the quality of our products. We also
think creatively about getting as much material as possible on
a pallet. For example foil and cardboard are sent preferably in
full lorries to our production locations from a local supplier.
Actions by our transporters
Our hauliers are also working to improve operations. They
use LPG fuel and satisfy the Euro 5 standard (starting in 2012
Aviko will reimburse only Euro 5 or more environmentallyfriendly fuels), use lighter aluminium trailers and offer training
courses in fuel-efficient driving. All of Aviko’s hauliers pay
careful attention to the optimum use of the space in trailers to
efficient palletisation. Our pride for 2011 is the test with CO2cooled transport. In 2012 Aviko will start a hauliers meeting.
The goal of this meeting is to work together with transporters
and suppliers of transport equipment to realise more efficient
and cleaner transport.
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Healthy

consumer

Aviko’s product range includes roughly
200 pre-fried and pre-cooked potato
products. Every day, worldwide 8.5 million
consumers choose an Aviko product. We
feel responsible for making these products
as healthy as possible. The Nutritional
Guidelines for The Netherlands are,
therefore, one of the main the guiding
principles for the development of new
products. This way we contribute to
combating lifestyle diseases such as obesity
and diabetes.
Unfortunately Western consumers on
average eat too many calories and too
much saturated fat and salt, while they are
not eating enough fibre and not exercising
enough. In the Netherlands for example,
half of all men and 4 in 10 women are
overweight and this percentage is still
increasing (source: CBS, September 2011).

The healthy potato
The potato contains a lot of healthy nutrients
such as fibre, vitamins and minerals. And
because it consists of 80% water, the potato
is low in calories. By way of comparison 200
grams of boiled potatoes contains 160 kcal,
as compared to 200 grams of boiled rice
which contains 300 kcal.

Percentage nutritional values of the Guideline Daily Amount.
Portion of boiled
potatoes
(200 grams)

“The transition from
palm oil to sunflower oil
means healthier and more
sustainable products. And I
see ample opportunities for
the future, such as in the
further lowering of the salt
content, the expansion of
the meal segment and the
addition of fibres.”
Frida Miedema
Senior product developer

Portion of Aviko Portion of deepSteamfresh
fried Aviko fries
potatoes
(200 grams)
(200 grams)

Portion of boiled
white pasta
(200 grams)

Portion of boiled
white rice
(200 grams)

Calories

8%

8%

23%

14%

15%

Fat (total)

0%

0%

24%

0%

0%

Saturated fat

0%

0%

12%

0%

0%

Fibres

20%

16%

20%

11%

6%

Vitamin C

23%

20%

18%

0%

0%

Vitamin B6

22%

29%

85%

3%

3%

Potassium

25%

34%

43%

5%

2%

Iron

10%

7%

14%

10%

3%

Source: NEVO table; Aviko’s own figureso
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Healthy fats
The amount and variety of fats in our
products are determined by the choice
of frying oil in our factory and by the
consumer at home. Since 2001 we no longer
use frying oil containing trans fats. Trans fats
are formed through special preparations
of plant-based fats and are linked to
cardiovascular diseases. According to the
Nutritional Guidelines for The Netherlands,
potato products should contain a maximum
of 0.14 grams of trans fat per 100 grams.
Our products easily meet this guideline.
In addition, due to the healthier fatty acid
composition we increasingly choose for
sunflower oil instead of palm oil.

Saturated
(unhealthy) fats
Monounsaturated
or polyunsaturated
(healthy) fats

Palm oil

Sunflower oil

50%

12%

50%

88%

For example starting in 2009 we replaced
palm oil with 100% sunflower oil in all cut
frozen specialty products (such as potato
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slices or wedges). As a result, the percentage
of saturated fat in those products decreased
by 70%. In product we produce for retail
we have now transitioned to sunflower oil
for 80% of our products. All in all as a result
of this step we now bring more than 500
tonnes less saturated fat to the market each
year. In total sunflower oil now comprises
20% of our total oil consumption. This is
expected to increase in the years ahead.
Less salt and fewer allergens
We also lowered the salt content in our
products. The salt content in our potato
dishes for example decreased by 16%, in
the oven potato croquettes by 10% and
in three-quarters of our hash browns by
20%. In total this means that we add 16
tonnes less salt to our products. All ready
meals now meet the Nutritional Guidelines
for The Netherlands, particularly in terms
of salt content, amount of vegetables
and amount of saturated fat. We are
also working to reduce the amount of
acrylamide in our products and trying to
limit the amount of allergens such as gluten.
All products with a coating, a thin layer of
batter, such as spicy wedges, Supercrunch
and Fridéaal, are gluten-free.

Safe products
The safety of products receives our greatest
attention. In 2001 Aviko became the first
company to introduce a certification for
food safety in the potato growing sector. This
certification system includes the cultivation
of the potatoes, the storage of potatoes, and
a check of compliance with the standards for
pesticides and fertilisers. The system was later
adopted by the Dutch Potato Processing
Industry Association (VAVI) as an industry
standard. The check is carried out by an
independent body. In addition we carefully
monitor our production process so that our
products can be safely consumed. There have
been zero food safety incidents.

modified advertising is permitted for children
up to age 12. In our marketing we focus
mainly on the other qualities of our products
that connect with the experiences and
wishes of our customers: convenience and
good taste. An exception to this is Fridéaal,
made especially for the health-conscious
consumer. In the Dutch retail market the
Fridéaal packaging is supported by the claim
that the fries contain a maximum 1.5% of
saturated fat after preparation in the oven.
Moreover the product contains the ‘Tick’
(formerly the “My Choice” logo, signifying
a ‘healthy choice’). Our ready meals also
include extra information with regards to the
nutritional values on the packaging.

Information for consumersn
When eating fries a large proportion of our
consumers are not at all that concerned with
health and sustainability. The topic of health
can contradict the indulgence of the tasty
snacks consumers look for when eating fries.
For that reason we are convinced that we
must work behind the scenes to ensure that
our products are as healthy and sustainable
as possible and therefore we chose not to
actively talk about ‘health’ to our consumers.
We do utilise an extensive nutritional
value list so that the consumer can see the
amount of calories, fibre and vitamins the
products contain. Additionally Aviko endorses
the Dutch Advertising Code whereby no
advertisements or promotions are geared
towards children under the age of 7 and only
Vetpercentages palmolie en zonnebloemolie
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Valuable

employee

Aviko Pre-fried & Pre-cooked Potato
Products and Aviko Granule & Flakes have
more than 1,800 employees. Nearly 80%
of them are male, as is often the case at
a manufacturing company. Our personnel
policy is based on three pillars.

“The fact that we have
helped to improve the
health of a proportion of
our employees with our
programmes makes me very
proud. That is a good thing
for both our employees
and for Aviko. In future we
will develop initiatives to
also motivate the remaining
group of employees with
health risks to improve their
health.”
Jan van Brandenburg
HRM manager

Experienced and healthy employees
The first pillar is employee well-being. A
survey carried in 2007 showed that more
than half of the employees would be aged
50+ by 2012. To ensure that our employees
are available for many years to come and
also enjoy good health in their retirement,
at that time we introduced our life-stage
oriented personnel policy. And good health
is an essential part of that policy. In 2010,
more than 450 employees in Steenderen
participated in a health study. Employees with
health risks were then offered six months’
support, such as coaching by a dietician,
reimbursement of a gym membership
or participation in a stopping smoking
programme. After a year it turned out that
approximately 60% of the participants
had continued their healthy behaviour. In
light of the programme’s success, in 2011
we introduced the programme in Lomm,
Dronten and Venray as well.

Successful through the right
education
The third pillar is education. Our system
for increasing productivity (TPM) showed
that our current educational programmes
do not adequately connect to what we ask
of our employees. We focus a great deal
on developing and specifying so-called Skill
matrices, which provide an overview of
the knowledge and skills necessary for the
production. In the granule and flake factories,
reducing the energy and water consumption is
an important part of the educational plan. We
also organise collective training. In 2011 Aviko
offered an average 1.9 days training per FTE.
Truly satisfied
The results of conversations with our
employees about satisfaction showed that
we are on the right path with our personnel
policy. In addition to our medical study
conducted every four years, in which we also
ask about the satisfaction of our employees,
one year after joining the company, we ask
new employees why they chose to work
for Aviko and whether their expectations
had been met. Employees often point to
the international environment, the friendly
atmosphere, the development opportunities
and Aviko as a solid and social company.

Attracting to new talent
A second spearhead is talent management.
Talent is scarce and that is particularly true
for technical and sales functions. For that
reason we visit colleges and trade shows
and we organise open houses. Most young
people do not know what a modern
production company looks like, so we are
happy to show them. We are currently
deliberating about a new policy that, once
adopted, will allow talent to connect even
better with Aviko.
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When employees leave Aviko, we conduct exit
interviews. An area for attention is that people
in relatively small departments cannot develop
themselves adequately. Thankfully the staff
turnover at Aviko is relatively low and to date
we have celebrated 25th anniversaries for 160
employees in Steenderen. In 2012 another 28
employees will reach that milestone.
Low absence due to illness, a fatal
accident
In 2011 the percentage of absence due to
illness at Aviko was 3.6% or nearly 23,000
days of absence. This more than meets our
goal of 4%. In 2011 there were 83 lost-time
injuries of which, much to our regret, one
was an accident with fatal consequences.
Robust occupational health and
safety policy
We of course do our absolute best to
avoid injuries and to improve our working
conditions. For example, we would like
to place greater focus on reporting nearaccidents or dangerous situations, because
it really can prevent accidents. We also
want to use (often older) employees with a
medical limitation as effectively as possible. In
concrete terms we have set for ourselves the
following goals for 2011 to 2013:
• Reducing the number of accidents or
near-accidents to less than a VCA frequency
index of 25. VCA, or Veiligheid Certificaat
Aannemers (Safety, Health and Environment
Checklist for Contractors) is a benchmark. In
the Netherlands we have agreed that if you
are below 25, you are working safely.
• Reducing the number of H&S infractions
to below a VCA frequency index of 100.
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• The roll-out of life-stage oriented
personnel policy.
• The roll-out of life-stage oriented
personnel policy.
The formulation of the above policy and
the checks on compliance with the policy is
the responsibility of the central occupational
health and safety committee. The committee
meets at least once a year and more often
if required. Each production location also
has its own occupational health and safety
committee which among other things
reports H&S issues to the designated
publication boards. Because of an incident,
and to check on the compliance with
permits, the Labour Inspectorate visited a
number of locations in 2010. The result of
these inspections was a number of areas for
improvement, which are described below.

Accidents can happen
anytime and anywhere
Our factory in Lomm forms
a best practice in terms of
safety awareness. Employees
there receive information
about accidents, for instance
by means of the accident
board. And by means of the
campaign “I’ll just do it” in
2010, employees were made
aware of the risks of working
in a hasty and careless
manner. Preparations are now
underway for using toolboxes
to train employees to handle
specific safety aspects in their
workplace.

Social engagement
Aviko feels engaged with the developments
in society and for that reason we regularly
sponsor sporting events, particularly
for children. We prefer to involve our
employees in these events. Local sports
clubs, for example, can request a financial
contribution through our employees.
On a national level Aviko also donates
€70,000 (including marketing activities)
to one of the three national organisers
of the Avond4Daagse. Approximately 200
municipalities are connected with this
organiser. In 2011 participants in this walking
event were encouraged for the first time
to raise money for SOS Kinderdorpen. By
means of advertisements on Nickelodeon,
we called upon children to participate in the
walking event and at the same time to find
sponsors. The school that raised the most
money was given a French fry party.
For the last four years Aviko has also
supported the food bank, particularly in
Arnhem.When an error in production occurs,
for example improper packaging, these
perfectly good products are delivered chilled
or frozen to the food bank.The amount
has decreased in the last year, because our
production system TPM works well and there
are, therefore, fewer errors made.
Finally Aviko makes an amount of money
available each year to sponsor a charity. A
different location chooses the charity each
year. In general the charity is related to
children and health. Our Polish factory, for
example, decided in 2011 that the amount
would be donated to a children’s home in
the town of Lembork, Poland.
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Colophon
Do you have any questions about the Aviko
CSR report? If so, please contact Dick van
der Aart, marketing manager of Aviko, at:
csr@aviko.com
This report is a publication of Aviko Group
B.V., Steenderen.
Concept, text, editing and design:
Schuttelaar & Partners
Photography: Dik Nicolai.
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